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Angthong
Aquatic Adventure
Embark on a speedboat expedition to the Angthong National Marine Park, a scenic, protected 
archipelago about one hour away from Koh Samui. A wonderland of green isles and sparkling blue 
lagoons, the national marine park encompasses 40 islands and is an enchanting seascape filled with 
caves, mangroves and interesting rock formations. Enjoy snorkeling with colorful fish and magnificent 
coral reefs near Koh Wao (or Koh Tai Plow). Then explore the coastlines of the marine park and walk up 
the steps to a viewpoint overlooking Talay Nai, an emerald lake surrounded by karst mountains.

Sip sundowners along the Saigon River on a memorable night out 
in Ho Chi Minh City, offering a unique perspective of this vibrant 
metropolis. Start with a scenic boat ride along this urban jungle’s 

meandering waterway and cruise past the city’s most affluent 
areas, where wealthy residents have built their palatial homes. 

Marvel at the juxtaposition of opulent residences against 
undeveloped natural landscapes. Soak up the cool river breeze 
and peaceful vibes with some drinks and snacks while watching 

the continuous traffic of riverboats hauling goods across the city.



KIMPTON KITALAY SAMUI
Koh Samui, Thailand

Discover tropical luxury at Kimpton Kitalay
Samui, a charming sancturary that sits on the 
pristine shores of Choeng Mon Beach in Koh 
Samui. From stunning suites with pool access to 
thoughtfully designed oceanfront pool villas, the 
resort’s 138 accommodations offer 
breathtaking sea or garden views.

Why we love it: A visit to Kimpton Kitalay
Samui is always a sensory adventure. Savor 
beach-house-inspired cuisine, sip sunset 
cocktails in the bar and rejuvenate with 
luxurious spa treatments, ensuring a 
memorable getaway.

AZERAI CAN THO
Can Tho, Vietnam

Azerai Can Tho is a unique oasis located in the 
heart of Vietnam’s Mekong Delta. Seamlessly 
blending with the lush, tropical landscape, its 
rooms offer idyllic river, lake or garden views 
featuring banyan trees, local palms and jasmine. 
The resort’s facilities include a swimming pool 
and courtyard with a selection of dining outlets, 
a spa, boutique, gym, tennis courts and 
children’s playground.

Why we love it: To reach this haven is an 
experience in itself — boarding a wooden boat 
before setting foot on a private islet hidden 
amid tranquil waterways and serene 
mangroves will make your stay extra special 
and unforgettable.

RAYAVADEE
Krabi, Thailand 

Dream of limestone cliffs, white sands and 
emerald waters at Rayavadee, an idyllic retreat 
nestled between attractive beaches and a 
national marine park. Scattered across a coconut 
grove, the spacious two-story pavilions and 
beachfront villas offer contemporary island living 
coupled with southern Thai village architecture. 
Complete with a selection of international dining 
options and Thai healing treatments at the spa, 
the resort is ideal for a laidback tropical escape. 

Why we love it: Rayavadee's unique integration 
of its pavilion rooms with native plants, reflecting 
the orderly design of the surrounding coconut 
plantation, enables you to appreciate how the 
resort coexists harmoniously with its natural 
environment.
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In the midst of sweltering heat, a Burmese woman beams with her radiant smile while gracefully carrying a traditional water 
jug — its contents encapsulating the source of life as she embodies the resilience of her people. 

Cover photo: As the light of dawn delicately kisses the serene waters of Kanchanaburi, a houseboat whispers tales of 
timeless serenity and quiet contemplation.
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Contact us:

A&K Southeast Asia
Thailand, Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, 

Indonesia, Singapore, Myanmar

southeastasia@abercrombiekent.com
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